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Year A Pentecost Sunday

Numbers 11:24-30
Acts 2:1-21

John 20:19-23

“The all natural preservative”

• How do you like your coffee? 
• Maybe you’re like me, and black coffee is the way to go
• You know how it is- sometimes it is just easier to drink it plain

• All you need is a cup to put it in- it’s easy and convenient
• Or maybe you like it fancy, with four or five adjectives in front, the kind 

that holds up the line at Starbucks!
• I get it- here was a time a number of years ago when I liked to fix it up a 

bit
• At home, I would add cream and sugar to get it that perfect beige color
• One morning, fixing that prefect cup of coffee, I had a most unpleasant 

incident
• I mixed in the milk until the color was just right
• I added the right amount of sugar, having practiced this many times 

before
• And then I took my first sip of coffee to start this bright and beautiful new 

day
• And promptly spewed it all out into the sink!
• It was horrible!  
• The milk had soured, and the taste was unmistakable
• Out when the entire cup into the sink

• As I tried desperately to find something else to eat or drink to get rid of 
the lingering taste

• I can almost taste it again if I think about it enough.
• We all know food goes bad- In fact, they say that if it does not spoil, it is 

not really food, and you probably should not eat it
• Yet I still do not remember to check the milk before using it! 

• Perhaps it was this moment that began the journey toward just drinking 
black coffee
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• And I’ll tell you- what is true for milk is not too far from the truth about 
churches

• For they too can become sour and stagnant.
• Like milk that has been unused for too long, or a pond with no source of 

fresh, flowing water
• Christians can slowly become still and complacent without a little 

prompting and encouraging from time to time.
• Fortunately, God seems to know us pretty well, even better than 

ourselves
• And has made sure there is always a way for us to avoid potential 

downfall
• Today we celebrate Pentecost, one of the seven Principal Feasts in the 

Episcopal Church (BCP 15)
• And if nothing else, the Holy Spirit is an all natural preservative standing 

by to empower, change, and move anyone willing to listen
• It all begins in the familiar reading from Acts 

• Where the disciples are gathered together in the upper room, where 
they have just selected a new disciple to take Judas’ place

• For the author of Luke and Acts, this room signifies so much
• It is where the disciples go when they first lose Jesus
• Where they go when they do not know where to go or what else to do
• It is where they see the risen Christ two times, with Thomas getting his 

chance to see Jesus and to have all doubts removed
• It is where they go after Jesus ascends, and where we find them today.
• It is the place of comfort and safety- for all intents and purposes, it is 

this church family’s sanctuary
• I imagine they are very content to simply stay there, to create a small 

commune, to live and wait Jesus’ next visit
• Doing so would mean that they were safe, but very few new people 

would enter this church
• Like milk placed on a shelf and never used, they would live out their 

lives together unable to forget this Jesus Christ who had radically 
changed their lives
• But unsure of what to do about it.

• And likely the Good News, the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the raw incarnate 
expression of God’s love towards humankind…
• Would fade out as these first believers grew old and died
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• Jesus knew his followers would need something after he had left, 
something that would bring both comfort and discomfort

• Something that would make sure they did not stay in the warm, safe 
confines of their upper room

• So he promises to send the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, the final piece to 
the Trinity God

• It is common to hear of Pentecost as the church’s birthday
• And certainly there is truth to that
• While one might argue that the church actually began to form when the 

first two or three began to follow Jesus
• And even continued as they selected a new 12th disciple
• The church as we know it, led by the Spirit in Jesus’ physical absence, 

began on this first Pentecost
• A major turning point for the first Christians

• In their quiet upper room came a sound from heaven like a rush of a 
violent wind

• Divided tongues of fire appeared among them and a tongue rested on 
each of them.

• It is reminiscent of the pillar of fire leading the Israelites from bondage
• The disciples were filled with the Holy Spirit.
• It is hard to imagine what this might have actually looked like
• No doubt the scene was beyond explaining, and the author is left trying 

to describe divine presence and mystery with concrete words1

• Did you know that this image of the tongues of fire on their heads is 
what influenced the shape of a bishop’s mitre?2

• Traditional interpretation has the Holy Spirit consecrating these apostles 
as the first bishops of the church

• And now, the bishops hat, a mitre, is shaped roughly like a flame which 
stays on their heads

• Yet regardless of how it actually looked, it was without a doubt that God 
was doing something big in this room

• The disciples found that they could speak in other languages, as the 
Spirit gave the ability

• What good is that ability if not for sharing the gospel with people 
outside, people who would otherwise not be able to understand

 http://montreal.anglican.org/comments/archive/apentm.shtml1

 http://the-penultimate-word.com/2012/05/27/mitre-a-pentecost-hat/2
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• It pushed these comfortable apostles out into the world to people they 
did not know

• It also had significant meaning for these early Jewish converts: it was 
the reversal of the Tower of Babel

• Where all were separated by different languages to stop their prideful 
attempt to build a tower to heaven and become gods

• And that was only the start: this was the beginning of the reversal of all 
the heartache found in Jewish scripture

• All the way back to the Fall itself: God is mending creation
• God is reversing the flow of creation getting further and further away, 

and bringing it back
• This is the start of the mending process, the divine preservation process 

if you will, restoring creation to its intended grandeur
• Unwinding all the way back to that serpent in the garden who spoke in 

a deceiving tongue 
• The Holy Spirit descending and remaining with these apostles brings 

them into God’s redeeming work
• And empowers them to participate
• And from them spreads to all who come to believe.
• It is into this great moment we bring those coming for baptism, which we 

will have the chance to do this morning
• Baptizing them with water, that water the Spirit moved over in the 

beginning when God created the world
• The spiritual water that bubbles up in a well that never runs dry, with 

water that does not leave you thirsty
• We anoint with oil and seal with the Holy Spirit, the same spirit that blew 

through this upper room
• The same spirit that still blows in the hearts of the church nursing the 

flames of love, of justice
• And the respect of the dignity of every human being.

• God’s spirit rested on all the disciples, and rests on us today as well
• Comforting us in our upper rooms and sanctuaries, and yet pushing us 

out into the world to transform it, to mend it
• To bring it back to God

• And one of the best liturgical illustrations of this truth that I have found is 
the release of lady bugs.
• And not just a few- thousands.  Four thousand five hundred released 

into the world
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• With St. Michael’s being ground zero
• What a great illustration

• Why lady bugs you might ask?  
• Not only are they Pentecost red
• They bravely crawl out into the unknown and begin working to change a 

garden for the better
• They are capable of eating 50-60 aphids in one day, keeping those 

harmful insects from hurting your plants
• Did you know that ladybugs have even traveled to outer-space?
• They were on board a NASA shuttle in 1999 as a part of Eileen Collins’ 

experiments
• They were able to survive even in microgravity settings3

• Resilient, adaptable, and a force for good
• They may not be a traditional symbol, but that sums up Pentecost pretty 

well
• The reason we are celebrating today is that the Holy Spirit still, as they 

say, comforts the afflicted, and afflicts the comforted
• It refuses to remain closed off in a sanctuary- slowly spoiling and 

becoming inert, or worse
• Pentecost is not the ending, or the culmination of the church year, it is 

the start of our work in response to what we have seen and heard since 
Christmas. 4

• The power in Pentecost is that like the apostles in the upper room, the 
newly baptized members of the church, and even like the lady bugs

• We are empowered to carry God’s good news of love from this place of 
sanctuary, to the rest of the world beyond these walls

• And with the Holy Spirit we- you and me, this church- have all that we 
need right here to fulfill God’s purpose for St. Michael’s

Amen.

 http://www.gardeninsects.com/ladybugs.asp3

 PulpitFiction 2017, https://www.pulpitfiction.com/notes/pentecosta4
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